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Reaching for the Stars:  Healthy Shoulders 

Props:  Bolster, Blanket, Strap, Sandbag, Chair 

Mindfulness: 

Find a comfortable sitting position for some deep breathing, i.e. sitting on the floor or on a chair.  Focus on your 

breath and deepen it with each breath cycle.  As you relax, bring your attention to your shoulders and shoulder 

blades.   

The baggage we carry ends up stressing our shoulders!  So reflect for a moment, what 

baggage are you carrying?  What in your present or past are you holding on to.  As you 

inhale, gently roll your shoulder up and back.  As you exhale, roll your shoulders down.  

Explore this movement with several breaths.  Now a full deep inhalation and raise your 

shoulders up to your ears, pause briefly and then with a quick and full exhalation, let your 

shoulders drop.  Repeat this 2-3 times.  Feel how you can release the tension out of the 

shoulders. 

Now raise your arms overhead.  Let them float up and reach your fingers toward the ceiling.  Take several breaths 

and keep holding your arms up.  At what point do they begin to feel heavy?  How does your breathing change 

when you sense this heaviness?  Let your arms float down.  Reflect again on the burden(s) that you are carrying.   

Understanding: 

In this class we are going to focus both on shoulder mobility and rotator cuff strength for stability.  First mobility; 

with your back against the wall, lift your arms with palms facing each other and reach thumbs 

to wall behind you.  Can you touch the wall?  Step away from the wall, reach your right arm 

overhead and bend your elbow.  Can you touch your left shoulder blade?  Repeat with the left 

arm.  Now reach your right arm behind your body.  Can you reach up to your left shoulder 

blade?  Repeat with the left arm.  Now reach back with both arms and hold opposite elbows or 

forearms with your hands.  All of these motions require full range of the shoulder joint:  

flexion, external rotation, internal rotation, and extension.  Compare how the motions feel on 

the right and on the left. 

Now for stability; place the strap loop around your forearms holding your elbows bent at 90 

degrees.  Relax your shoulders and pull out on the strap while slowly raising your hands up to 

eye level and back down.  Notice the sensations of your shoulders. 

 

 

 

 



Right Knee to Chest and hold with 
Left Hand:  Right arm overhead to 
stretch 

Arms in “T” position and trunk 
rotation 
(Use sandbag) 

Arms in “goal post” position and 
trunk rotation 
(Use sandbag) 

 

 

 

 
Sidelying Sleeper Stretch Triangular Forearm Support 

Position on Wall 
Downward Dog to Plank on Chair 

  

 

Warrior 2 Side Angle Cat/Cow and Childs Pose 

 

Compassion: 

Resting in Savasana propped on a bolster, now focus on your breath.  Come back to the baggage that you are 

carrying.  As you focus on your breath, become more deeply relaxed.  As you let go of muscle tension, also let go 

of the baggage.  Become very aware of the thought coming into your mind and then is passing on through.  Bring 

into your heart compassion for yourself and your shoulders for carrying that heavy load for so long.  Now just 

breathe and relax. 

Healing:   

As you release from your shoulders the weight, the 

burden, or the baggage; may you feel the release of 

tension in your shoulders and allow yourself to heal.   

Namaste, 


